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We compared the performance of fully automated quantifica-
tion of attenuation-corrected (AC) and noncorrected (NC)
myocardial perfusion SPECT (MPS) with the corresponding
performance of experienced readers for detection of coronary
artery disease (CAD). Methods: Rest–stress 99mTc-sestamibi
MPS studies (n 5 995; 650 consecutive cases with coronary
angiography and 345 with likelihood of CAD , 5%) were
obtained by MPS with AC. The total perfusion deficit (TPD) for
AC and NC data was compared with the visual summed stress
and rest scores of 2 experienced readers. Visual reads were
performed in 4 consecutive steps with the following information
progressively revealed: NC data, AC 1 NC data, computer
results, and all clinical information. Results: The diagnostic ac-
curacy of TPD for detection of CAD was similar to both readers
(NC: 82% vs. 84%; AC: 86% vs. 85%–87%; P 5 not significant)
with the exception of the second reader when clinical informa-
tion was used (89%, P , 0.05). The receiver-operating-charac-
teristic area under the curve (ROC AUC) for TPD was
significantly better than visual reads for NC (0.91 vs. 0.87 and
0.89, P , 0.01) and AC (0.92 vs. 0.90, P , 0.01), and it was
comparable to visual reads incorporating all clinical information.
The per-vessel accuracy of TPD was superior to one reader for
NC (81% vs. 77%, P , 0.05) and AC (83% vs. 78%, P , 0.05)
and equivalent to the second reader (NC, 79%; and AC, 81%).
The per-vessel ROC AUC for NC (0.83) and AC (0.84) for TPD
was better than that for the first reader (0.78–0.80, P , 0.01)
and comparable to that of the second reader (0.82–0.84, P 5
not significant) for all steps. Conclusion: For detection of $70%
stenoses based on angiographic criteria, a fully automated
computer analysis of NC and AC MPS data is equivalent for
per-patient and can be superior for per-vessel analysis, when
compared with expert analysis.
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Myocardial perfusion SPECT (MPS) is the most com-
mon noninvasive stress imaging modality of choice for the
diagnosis of coronary artery disease (CAD) (1). Prior stud-
ies have demonstrated that quantitative analysis can supple-
ment visual analysis (2–4). Quantitative analysis is also
more reproducible than visual analysis (5,6). However, de-
spite these advantages, it is currently recommended that
quantitative analysis be used only as an adjunct to visual
analysis (7), based on the inability of the software to ex-
plicitly differentiate between perfusion defect and artifact
(7). Furthermore, multiple prior studies have shown that
attenuation-corrected (AC) MPS assessed either visually
or by software analysis resulted in improved diagnostic
accuracy as compared with noncorrected (NC) MPS (8–10).
However, the differences between expert visual and auto-
mated analysis of NC and AC data have not been compre-
hensively evaluated. The aim of this study was to compare
the performance of a fully automated analysis of combined
NC and AC MPS (10) for detection of obstructive CAD
based on angiographic criteria with the visual scoring of
experienced readers using NC images, AC images, results
of computer analysis, and clinical information in a progres-
sive and stepwise fashion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient Population
The subjects who were referred to the Nuclear Medicine De-

partment of Sacred Heart Medical Center from March 1, 2003, to
December 31, 2006, for rest and stress electrocardiography-gated
NC and AC MPS were consecutively selected (10). All patients
with a prior history of CAD or significant valve disease were
excluded. MPS and coronary angiography had to be performed
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within 60 days without a significant intervening event. The low-
likelihood studies were obtained from patients who performed an
adequate treadmill stress test, did not have correlating coronary
angiography available, but had less than a 5% likelihood of CAD
using the Diamond and Forrester criteria based on age, sex, symp-
toms, and electrocardiography response to adequate treadmill
stress testing (11). On the basis of these selection criteria, we iden-
tified 650 patients with correlative angiography as described above
and 345 patients with a low likelihood of CAD. The clinical char-
acteristics of the 2 groups are listed in Table 1. The study protocol
was approved by the Institutional Review Board.

Image Acquisition and Reconstruction Protocols
Standard 99mTc-sestamibi rest–stress protocols were used as

previously described with treadmill testing or adenosine infusion
with low-level exercise (12). Vertex dual-detector scintillation
cameras with low-energy high-resolution collimators and Vantage
Pro AC hardware and software (Philips) were used to acquire
MPS.

Tomographic reconstruction was performed by AutoSPECT (13)
and Vantage Pro programs (Philips). Emission images were auto-
matically corrected for nonuniformity, radioactive decay, center of
rotation, and motion during acquisition. Filtered backprojection and
Butterworth filters were applied to obtain the NC MPS with an
order of 10 and cutoff of 0.50 for rest MPS and an order of 5 and
cutoff of 0.66 for stress MPS. The attenuation maps and the emis-

sion data were used to reconstruct the AC images with a maximum-
likelihood expectation maximization algorithm incorporating scatter
correction and depth-dependent resolution compensation.

Contour Adjustment and Quality Control
Automatically derived left-ventricular (LV) contours were

visually verified by an experienced technician from Cedars-Sinai
Medical Center, and if necessary the valve plane and LV mask
were manually adjusted. Additionally, automated software was run
without any user intervention (fully unsupervised) and with
adjustment performed by a second technologist from Sacred Heart
Medical Center with no significant experience with the soft-
ware, who was provided with simple training instructions. Both
technologists were aided by an automated method for quality
control of LV MPS contours (14). This method derives 2 param-
eters: the shape flag to detect the mask-failure cases, and the valve
plane flag to detect the valve plane over- or undershooting. These
quality control flags were used as a guide by the technologists (more
careful assessment of contours with shape-quality control flag . 3
and valve plane flag . 0.37 or , 0.28) (14); however, the contours
were adjusted using visual judgment when deemed appropriate.

Automated Analysis
TPD for NC images was computed with a previously developed

simplified approach (15). For the AC results, we derived combined
NC and AC severity, which integrates NC and AC data for im-

TABLE 1
Baseline Characteristics of Patients

Characteristic Angiography group Low-likelihood group P

Number 650 345 Not applicable
Age (y) 64 6 12 52 6 11 ,0.01

Male (%) 57 39 ,0.01

Female (%) 43 61 ,0.01

Diabetes mellitus (%) 27 0 ,0.01
Hypertension (%) 64 39 ,0.01

Hyperlipidemia (%) 51 39 ,0.01

Smoking (%) 19 23 0.08
Exercise SPECT (%) 34 100 ,0.01

Adenosine SPECT (%) 66 0 ,0.01

Mean ejection fraction 6 SD (%) 61.7 6 12.2 64.0 6 10.5 0.47

Catheterization ($70% stenosis)
0-vessel disease 181 (28%) Not applicable Not applicable
1-vessel disease 206 (32%) Not applicable Not applicable

2-vessel disease 148 (23%) Not applicable Not applicable

3-vessel disease 115 (17%) Not applicable Not applicable

TABLE 2
Diagnostic Agreement Between Automated Analysis and Each Individual Reader and Interobserver Agreement

Percentage

agreement for. . .

Automated
vs. reader 1

Automated
vs. reader 2

Reader 1
vs. reader 2

V1 V2 V3 V4 V1 V2 V3 V4 V1 V2 V3 V4

Positive 85% 84% 84% 84% 86% 87% 88% 87% 89% 93%* 95% 94%

Negative 82% 91%* 92% 92% 83% 89%* 90% 91% 86% 89%* 88% 89%

Total 84% 88%* 88% 88% 85% 88%* 89% 89% 87% 91%* 91% 91%

*Indicates significant difference compared with prior step (P , 0.05).
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proved accuracy (10), similar to the visual AC analysis for which
readers combine NC and AC data. In short, hypoperfusion severi-
ties for NC and AC data were derived, and the combined NC and
AC severity was determined at each polar map location by aver-
aging NC and AC severities computed separately from NC and AC
normal limits. Subsequently, combined NC 1 AC TPD was com-
puted by integrating the NC 1 AC severities below polar map
normal limits. A threshold of $3% on a per-patient basis for TPD
was considered abnormal for both NC and combined NC 1 AC
analysis. The term AC-TPD analysis in the text and figures refers
to this combined NC 1 AC analysis which was previously shown
superior to standalone TPD analysis of AC studies (10). The is-
chemic TPD (ITPD) measurements were calculated as stress
TPD minus rest TPD (NC-ITPD and AC-ITPD), and an ITPD value
of $2% on a per-patient basis was considered abnormal (10). Par-
tial NC-TPD and AC-TPD scores for each vascular territory were
also obtained, with $2% being considered abnormal (10).

Visual Analysis
The visual interpretation of MPS images was based on a 17-

segment model (16). MPS images were scored independently by 2
experienced and board-certified cardiologists (reader 1 with 30 y
and reader 2 with 10 y of clinical experience in nuclear cardiol-
ogy), using a 5-point scoring system (0, normal; 1, mildly de-
creased; 2, moderately decreased; 3, severely decreased; and 4,
absence of segmental uptake). Visual reading was performed in 4
consecutive steps with the following information progressively
revealed to the readers. During the first step (V1), the readers
scored both the NC stress and rest images using perfusion data,
raw projection data, and gated function data (17). During the
second step (V2), the readers could rescore the stress and rest
studies using additional AC data. During the third step (V3), the
readers also had access to the perfusion quantification results
obtained by the software. Finally, during the fourth step (V4),
the readers were additionally provided clinical information, in-
cluding age, cardiac risk factors, type of stress, and clinical and
electrocardiography responses to stress. Throughout each step,
observers could also modify the default assignment of segments
to the specific vascular territory as is possible in QPS/QGS soft-
ware. Subsequently, summed stress scores (SSS), summed rest
scores, and summed difference scores (SDS) were calculated from

the17-segment scores. All scores were recorded automatically in
the batch files, eliminating manual transfer. An SSS of $4 and
SDS of$2 were considered abnormal (10). Partial summed scores
for each vascular territory were also obtained, with an SSS of $2
being considered abnormal for any territory (10).

Conventional Coronary Angiography
Conventional coronary angiography was performed according

to standard clinical protocols within 60 days of the myocardial
perfusion examination. All coronary angiograms were visually
interpreted by an experienced cardiologist. A stenosis of $50%
for the left main or $70% for other coronary arteries was consid-
ered the gold standard for detection of CAD. A secondary analysis
was performed for which any coronary artery stenosis of $50%
was considered significant.

Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables were expressed as the mean 6 SD, and

categoric variables were expressed as percentages. Interobserver
agreement between the 2 readers was compared using a Bland–
Altman test and k-test. The total estimate of agreement, defined as
total cases in which the tests agree, was compared between auto-
mated and visual reads and between the 2 visual readers. We also
compared the positive percentage agreement, defined as total pos-
itive cases in which the tests agree, and negative percentage agree-

FIGURE 1. Number of cases with changed

diagnosis in each subsequent step for both
automated and visual analysis. *Indicates

significant difference, compared with prior

step (P , 0.05). Clin. 5 clinical; comp 5
computer.

TABLE 3
Interobserver Agreement Comparison Between 2 Readers

at Each Visual Step (V1–V4)

Reader 1 vs. reader 2 Correlation k statistics

Step V1 0.88 0.77
Step V2 0.87 0.82

Step V3 0.83 0.83

Step V4 0.85 0.82

All correlations and k-agreements had P value , 0.001. V1 5
NC only; V2 5 NC 1 AC; V3 5 NC 1 AC 1 computer; V4 5 NC 1
AC 1 computer 1 clinical.
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ment, defined as total negative cases in which the tests agree (18).
The overall automated and visual total agreements, positive per-
centage agreements, negative percentage agreements, sensitivity,
specificity, and accuracy were compared using a z test. Automated
NC data were compared with visual NC data only (V1), whereas
automated AC results were compared with visual AC data (V2–V4).

For all analyses, P values of less than 0.05 were considered
statistically significant. Receiver-operating-characteristic (ROC)
curves were analyzed to evaluate the ability of TPD versus visual
scoring for forecasting $70% and $50% stenoses of the coronary

arteries. The differences between the ROC AUC were compared
by the Delong method (19).

RESULTS

Agreement Between Automated and Visual Reads

Table 2 compares the diagnostic agreement (total posi-
tive and negative percentage agreement) between the 2
readers and between each reader and automated quantifica-
tion. Overall, there was high agreement between the 2 read-

FIGURE 3. ROC curves comparing auto-

mated vs. visual reads on per-patient basis

(2 readers for detection of $70% stenosis).
Automated analysis was also compared

with visual analysis (NC vs. V1 and AC vs.

V2–V4).

FIGURE 2. Diagnostic performance of au-
tomatic analysis vs. visual analysis for de-

tection of $70% coronary artery lesions on

per-patient basis (number of patients with

$70% stenotic lesion on cardiac catheteri-
zation 5 463). Automated analysis was also

compared with visual analysis (NC vs. V1

and AC vs. V2–V4).
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ers (87%–91%) and between each reader and the automated
results (84%–89%). The total agreement significantly im-
proved (by at least 3% for both readers and the software)
with the addition of AC data in comparison to NC data.
Figure 1 demonstrates the number of cases for which the
diagnosis was changed during each of the steps. The addi-
tion of AC data changed the diagnosis in more than 8% of
cases for both automated and visual reads. The inter-
observer correlations and k-agreements are shown in Table 3.
Interobserver k-agreement improved from 0.77 to 0.82
(P 5 0.006) with the addition of AC images.

Software Versus Reader: Per-Patient
Diagnostic Performance

Figure 2 compares diagnostic performance for stress NC-
TPD, stress AC-TPD, and the 2 visual readers for detection
of $70% stenosis on a per-patient basis. In comparison
with the automated analysis, for NC data the specificities
were higher for both readers, the sensitivity was lower for 1
reader, and overall accuracy was similar for both readers.
The accuracy and specificity for all the steps with AC data
(V2–V4) were similar to the AC-TPD analysis, with the
exception of the higher accuracy of reader 2 at V4 incorpo-
rating AC, computer analysis, and clinical analysis (89% vs.
86%, P , 0.05). For reader 1, the V3 step incorporating AC
and computer analysis increased sensitivity (84% vs. 89%,
P , 0.05). Similar results were noted when comparing NC-
TPD, AC-TPD, and visual reads from both readers for de-
tection of$50% CAD on a per-patient basis. The specificity
and accuracy of the automated analysis significantly im-
proved ($4.0%) for detection of $70% stenosis with the
addition of AC data on a per-patient basis. The accuracy
for reader 1 did not improve at step V4; however, the sensi-
tivity and accuracy for reader 2 improved significantly, by
5.4% and 2.5%, respectively, when the clinical information
(V4) was incorporated. There were 25 cases of $70% ste-
nosis for which both expert readers agreed and were correct
whereas the automated analyses were incorrect. On the other

hand, there were 8 cases for which the automated analysis
was correct, whereas both experts were incorrect.

The ROC curves comparing NC-TPD, AC-TPD, and
visual reads are shown in Figure 3. The ROC-AUCs were
significantly higher (P , 0.01) for NC-TPD and AC-TPD
than for NC (V1) and AC (V2) reads, respectively. The
ROC AUCs for both visual readers at the final step (V4)
were similar to AC-TPD analysis (0.91 vs. 0.92, P 5 not
significant). Similarly, using a $50% stenosis cutoff, the
ROC AUC for NC-TPD and AC-TPD was significantly
higher (P , 0.01) than the visual NC and AC reads, and
the visual ROC AUCs for the final read (V4) for both read-
ers were also similar to automated analysis.

Software Versus Readers: Per-Vessel
Diagnostic Performance

On a per-vessel basis, the diagnostic performance of the
automated analysis was comparable to the visual analysis of
reader 2, but the accuracies of NC-TPD and AC-TPD were
superior to the analysis of reader 1 (P , 0.05) (Fig. 4). In
individual territories, the diagnostic accuracy of the auto-
mated analysis for detection of $70% stenosis based on
angiographic criteria was higher than reader 1 and equiva-
lent to reader 2 in all steps (V1–V4) for left anterior
descending and left circumflex arteries (supplemental data;
supplemental materials are available online only at http://
jnm.snmjournals.org). In addition, NC-TPD analysis of the
right coronary artery was more accurate than both readers
using NC data only (82% vs. 77%–78%, P , 0.05). Per-
vessel diagnostic accuracy did not improve with the ad-
dition of computer and clinical analysis. Neither of the
readers had higher diagnostic accuracy than the computer
software in any of the territories. The addition of AC in-
formation to NC improved the diagnostic accuracy for au-
tomated analysis (83% vs. 81%, P , 0.05), which was
similar to the pattern seen for per-patient analysis.

The ROC curves comparing automated and visual
measurements on a per-vessel basis ($70% stenosis) are

FIGURE 4. Diagnostic performance of au-

tomatic analysis vs. visual analysis for detec-

tion of $70% coronary artery lesions on

per-vessel basis in all vessels. Automated
analysis was also compared with visual (NC

vs. V1 and AC vs. V2–V4). *Indicates statisti-

cally significant difference compared with
prior step (P , 0.05). Green signifies that

visual analysis was better than automated,

while red signifies that automated analysis

was better than visual analysis (P , 0.05).
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shown in Figure 5. The ROC AUC for NC-TPD and AC-
TPD was significantly higher (P, 0.01) than the visual NC
and AC reads (V1 and V2, respectively) for reader 2 and
was comparable to reader 1.

Software Versus Reader: Ischemic Measurements

We also compared the performance in detection of
$70% stenosis on a per-patient basis using automated
(ITPD) and visual (SDS) ischemic measurements with
results generally similar to the stress measurements. The
automated diagnostic accuracy was 82% (NC) and 83%
(AC) ITPD. The ITPD-NC sensitivity was superior to visual
scoring (87% vs. 78% for reader 1 and 63% for reader 2,
P , 0.001), and the sensitivity of AC-ITPD (87%) was
superior to that of reader 2 (74%–78%) for all steps (V2–
V4) (P , 0.001). The specificities of both readers were
superior for NC (86% and 91% vs. 80%, P , 0.001), and
the specificity of reader 2 (V2–V4) was superior for AC
data (P , 0.001). The accuracies of NC-ITPD and reader 1
were similar (82% vs. 83%, P 5 0.56), but the accuracy of
NC-TPD was superior to that of reader 2 (82% vs. 78%,
P 5 0.03). The accuracy of AC-ITPD (83%) was similar to
both readers for steps V2–V4 (83%–86%, P . 0.06). The
ROC AUCs for NC (0.90) and AC-ITPD (0.91) were better
than for the V1 read (0.80–0.84, both readers) and V2–V4
reads (0.84–0.89, both readers) (P , 0.02), respectively.

Software Analysis: Impact of Manual
Contour Adjustment

LV contours were manually adjusted for shape (localize
or mask option) or valve plane (constrain option) in 11% of

NC cases and 29% of AC cases (valve plane only in 58%
for NC and 48% for AC of these adjustments) by an
experienced Cedars-Sinai technologist. The shape or valve
plane was manually adjusted in 21% of cases for NC and
34% of cases for AC data by a less experienced tech-
nologist (valve plane only in 84% for NC and 71% for AC
of these adjustments) (P , 0.05 for both vs. experienced
technologist).

The comparison of the diagnostic performance for the
unsupervised, less experienced technologist and experi-
enced technologist is shown in Table 4. Overall, sensitiv-
ities, specificities, and accuracies for NC and AC were
similar for all 3 runs. There was a trend toward improved
AC-TPD specificity for the more experienced technologist
(P 5 0.059). Nevertheless, the ROC AUC for NC and AC

FIGURE 5. ROC curves comparing auto-

mated vs. visual reads on per-vessel basis
for both readers for detection of $70% ste-

nosis. Automated analysis was also com-

pared with visual (NC vs. V1 and AC vs.

V2–V4).

TABLE 4
Comparison of Diagnostic Performance

Fully
unsupervised

Less

experienced
technologist

More

experienced
technologist

Parameter NC AC NC AC NC AC

Sensitivity 83% 83% 83% 81% 83% 84%

Specificity 78% 84% 81% 88% 81% 88%

Accuracy 80% 84% 82% 85% 82% 86%

ROC AUC 0.90* 0.91* 0.90* 0.91* 0.91 0.92

*Indicates significant difference, compared with more experi-
enced (P , 0.05).
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analysis was significantly lower for the inexperienced tech-
nologist than for the experienced technologist. We also
compared these results to our expert visual readings (stages
1 and 2). There were no significant differences in overall
diagnostic accuracy between the expert readers and these
3 types of automated analysis. However, the NC and AC
ROC AUC for both readers was significantly lower than the
ROC AUC for all 3 categories (P , 0.05).

DISCUSSION

The visual analysis of MPS, currently the recommended
standard clinical practice, is dependent on a subjective
interpretation of the data and prone to possible bias related
to reader experience, which is also a major shortcoming of
other noninvasive stress tests such as stress echocardiogra-
phy. In this study, the overall diagnostic accuracy of the
fully automated computer analysis using NC and AC MPS
was at least equivalent to the expert visual reads on a per-
patient basis. Furthermore, on a per-vessel basis, the auto-
mated analysis for detection of $70% stenosis based on
angiographic criteria was at all times at least comparable
and in some cases superior to the visual analysis. To our
knowledge, this is the first study comprehensively compar-
ing automated analysis to semiquantitative visual analysis
by evaluating the incremental diagnostic value of supple-
menting NC data by AC images, computer analysis, and
clinical information on a per-patient and per-vessel basis.
The reading experts in our study were attending physi-

cians from premier imaging centers with extensive experi-
ence in MPS interpretation. It is therefore likely that a fully
automatic analysis could play an integral role as a guide for
the less experienced reader who may be less certain about
normal variation in uptake (7). Prior studies have demon-
strated that less experienced readers have more variability
than experienced readers (20). Our study demonstrated that
automated analysis was at least comparable to visual reads
on per-vessel territories and at times outperformed visual
reads on the basis of diagnostic accuracy and ROC analysis
for detection of $70% stenosis based on angiographic cri-
teria. Therefore, although the American Society of Nuclear
Cardiology currently recommends supplementation of quan-
titative analysis with visual analysis for MPS, it might be
feasible that in the future visual analysis might be used to
override the quantitative analysis in only a minority of cases.
We also assessed the role of the nuclear technologist in

contour verification during automated analysis. Surprisingly,
there were no significant differences between sensitivity,
specificity, and accuracy for fully unsupervised analysis,
less experienced contour adjustments, and more experi-
enced contour adjustments for NC and AC data. However,
the ROC AUC for NC-TPD and AC-TPD for unsupervised
analysis and analysis by a less experienced technologist
were slightly lower than those generated using contours
checked by an experienced technologist. Therefore, there
could be some potential advantage of contour checking by
an experienced technologist, but it is likely small. Never-

theless, the ROC AUC in all 3 cases was higher than the
visual reads by both expert readers. Furthermore, the less
experienced technologist was adjusting the contours more
frequently, especially the valve plane, possibly because
the quality control flag (especially valve flag) typically
has low specificity and high sensitivity for detection
of contour failures and can overindicate the need for
adjustment.

Importantly, the visual analysis of stress NC and AC data
included gated function information and stress and rest
perfusion images, whereas the stress automated analysis
was solely based on stress TPD and was therefore a truly
stress-only perfusion analysis. Additionally, the comparison
of the visual versus automated analysis using ischemic
parameters did not reveal any significant differences in this
patient population that had suspected CAD but no previous
documented history of coronary disease. Therefore, the
automatic performance results can be extrapolated to any
stress-only studies, promising the reduction of patient
imaging time and radiation dose (21).

We also evaluated the benefits of adding AC information
to the NC information for both automated and visual
analysis. On a per-patient and per-vessel basis, the addition
of AC information to the NC data in our study resulted in an
improved diagnosis of $70% stenosis based on accuracy
and ROC evaluation for automated analysis, as is consistent
with prior studies (10,22–24). Additionally, the overall
agreement between the 2 readers, as well as between read-
ers and TPD, improved with the addition of AC informa-
tion. Therefore, our findings suggest that if AC is available
it should routinely be used when interpreting MPS. It is
possible that similar benefits could be obtained using
prone–supine analysis instead of the use of AC data (25).

Prior studies have demonstrated that knowledge of
clinical information may significantly change the interpre-
tation of MPS studies (26). However, in our analysis the
addition of clinical information did not routinely improve
diagnosis of CAD from MPS, and the degree of agreement
between the 2 readers did not significantly improve when
they were provided with clinical information. However, the
diagnostic accuracy for reader 2 did improve by 3% (P ,
0.05) when clinical information was considered. Although
these differences are small, the potential advantages of an
experienced visual observer integrating clinical information
cannot be easily dismissed.

The overall agreement between the 2 expert readers in
our study was good (k 5 0.77–0.83). Although the overall
accuracy was similar between the 2 readers, one expert had
consistently higher sensitivity whereas the other had higher
specificity, highlighting a common difficulty in providing
a definite diagnosis from visual analysis of MPS. The data
illustrate that different readers operate at different sensitiv-
ity and specificity thresholds, and this in part is the cause of
the interobserver variability.

This study has several limitations. Visual coronary angio-
graphy interpretation was used as the gold standard for this
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study despite the known limitations of this method. Patients
with low-likelihood data were included in the analysis and
were considered to have normal angiographic data. How-
ever, prior studies have indicated that patients with normal
angiographic data can often have an abnormal MPS data
due to referral bias, which affects the overall diagnostic
accuracy of MPS scans (27). Our comparisons are based
solely on diagnostic performance for obstructive CAD;
however, the visual analysis and software also provide in-
formation on the extent of the myocardium involved, which
may have prognostic implications. Further prognostic stud-
ies are needed to clearly demonstrate the superiority of the
automated method. Finally, the results were obtained on
only one particular camera and attenuation-correction sys-
tem; therefore, further multicenter evaluation will be re-
quired in the future to confirm these results.

CONCLUSION

Automated computer analysis using NC and AC MPS
data with contours checked by an experienced technologist
is at least equivalent to visual analysis in terms of detection
of coronary angiographic findings of $70% stenoses, even
when the reader is provided clinical and LV function in-
formation, and can outperform the experienced reader on
a per-territory basis. Furthermore, attenuation correction
improves the diagnostic accuracy of automated analysis
and the interobserver agreement for visual analysis between
readers.
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